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STACKABILITY
Gain needed floor space when you are able to stack tables and chairs.

Clear the Room
Stacking tables as high as 8 and chairs as high as 5.
Having this agility in your classroom will allow you to 
easily clean the floors and put away unneeded tables 
and chairs, allowing more physical distance between 
students according to recent CDC guidelines.



MOBILITY
Mobile furniture ensures you can quickly expand beyond the classroom.

Enlarge your Learning Space
When you need to turn the entire school into a 

learning space – including gyms, hallways, foyers –
mobile furniture that fits through doorways is a must, 

allowing you to flow seamlessly into any space.No Boundaries 
Most VS furniture easily fits through 
a standard 3 foot doorway, so pieces 
can easily be moved wherever 
needed.



AGILITY
Furniture that’s future-proof and can be rearranged to meet the need at any given moment.

Easy Transitions
Furniture built with constant change in 
mind, supporting all learning 
environments – and whatever challenges 
they need to tackle now, and in the future.



CREATE MOVEMENT
Muscle activity = nourishment for the brain.

Movement is Still Important
Children and teenagers are wired to move; they need to 
move. With ergonomic furniture in classrooms, students 
can sit dynamically and experience physical, mental, 
and developmental benefits, and turn their focus to 
other important things – like reconnecting.



CLEANABILITY
Easily clean rooms by getting chairs and stools off the floor.

Easy Cleaning
Getting furniture off 
the floor fast means 
quick and easy 
cleaning.

Difference Between Cleaning, Sanitizing, and Disinfecting

Cleaning removes germs, dirt, and impurities from surfaces or objects. Cleaning works by using soap 
(or detergent) and water to physically remove germs from surfaces. This process does not necessarily 

kill germs, but by removing them, it lowers their numbers and the risk of spreading infection.

Sanitizing lowers the number of germs on surfaces or objects to a safe level, as judged by public 
health standards or requirements. This process works by either cleaning or disinfecting surfaces or 

objects to lower the risk of spreading infection.

Disinfecting works by using chemicals to kill germs on surfaces or objects. This process does not 
necessarily clean dirty surfaces or remove germs, but by killing germs on a surface after cleaning, it 

can further lower the risk of spreading infection. Find appropriate products for use against SARS-CoV-
2, the virus that causes COVID-19, on the EPA’s website here: https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-

registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2. 

Learn more about the CDC guidelines for cleaning and disinfecting facilities at 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html.

Cleaning and care instructions for VS America’s products available at 
https://vsamerica.box.com/s/o3v6daf94jg6p29e8p6krnx3heoml1e7.

https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html
https://vsamerica.box.com/s/o3v6daf94jg6p29e8p6krnx3heoml1e7


When a project requires a short turnaround time, the QuickShip 
Program will help get products to you faster – in-stock products 

will ship in 10 business days or less.

www.vsamerica.com/quickship

2020 QUICKSHIP PROGRAM

http://www.vsamerica.com/quickship


FULLY ASSEMBLED
All QuickShip products arrive fully assembled – making your installs faster than ever.

Quality Control
Fully-assembled furniture means the quality is 
the same every time – straight from the VS 
factory.

Now more than ever we find ourselves trying to limit our proximity to others, which of course can be really hard when it comes to installs. 
THE GOOD NEWS: fully-assembled furniture limits the amount of time your teams need to install each project.

Less Labor & Faster Installs
Furniture that’s delivered to you in one piece 
– meaning zero screws to drill and 
straightforward, fast installation – so you can 
easily manage all of your school projects, 
especially during those peak months.

Less Waste
The way we package furniture – typically 
loose-loaded – minimizes cardboard waste so 
you don't have tons of boxes to get rid of, 
and it’s better for the environment. 

Now more than ever we find ourselves trying to limit our proximity to others, which of course can be really hard when it comes to installs. 
THE GOOD NEWS: fully-assembled furniture limits the amount of time your teams need to install each project.



VS AMERICA
Ergonomic furniture that inspires motion and has the agility to adapt to every changing classroom need.

Ergonomic Furniture
! Students need chairs and tables which suit their individual height. 
! With ergonomic furniture, students sit dynamically and experience 

physical, mental, and developmental benefits. 
! Physical well-being helps create ideal conditions for authentic learning. 

Durability
! VS furniture undergoes extensive testing, ensuring the utmost quality 

and durability. 
! We design safe furniture that weathers rambunctious students and the 

test of time.

Quality
! VS furniture combines a uniquely distinctive design with resilience 

and durability. 
! Most of our furniture is fully assembled in our manufacturing plant 

so it’s delivered in one piece to the school – ensuring quality control 
every time.

Sustainability
! For VS, sustainable business practice means behaving responsibly 

towards people, the environment, and society. 
! We produce our furniture in an environmentally friendly way, and we 

are actively committed to greater sustainability.



JUMPER® AIR ACTIVE
Forward-flexing cantilever chair.

Adaptable and durable, the JUMPER® chair is also active, lively, and versatile. The seat shell is made of a 
double wall of polypropylene that creates an air-cushion effect for a comfortable sitting posture. The 

JUMPER is also equipped with an easy-carry grip hole and stacks up to 5 high.

JUMPER Air Active #33400; list price $133
MODEL: 33400

SEAT HEIGHTS

Yellow Dot – 13 3/8” Red Dot – 15”

Green Dot – 17” Blue Dot – 18 1/8”

SEAT SHELL COLORS METAL FINISHES GLIDES

Dark Blue
(029)

Black Grey
(073)

Arctic
(059)

2-Component



CLASSROOM



PANTOSWING-LUPO
Forward-flexing cantilever chair.

PantoSwing-LuPo #31400; list price $123
MODEL: 31400

SEAT HEIGHTS

Yellow Dot – 13 3/8” Red Dot – 15”

Green Dot – 17” Blue Dot – 18 1/8”

SEAT SHELL COLORS METAL FINISHES GLIDES

Dark Blue
(029)

Light Blue
(030)

Arctic
(059)

2-Component

The PantoSwing’s dynamic seat encourages regular changes in sitting positions, which has been shown to activate 
both the body and mind, and to increase the attention of students. With a frame made of bent, powder-coated steel 

tubing and a seat shell made of double-walled textured polypropylene, this chair takes durability to a new level.

Light Green
(033)

Black Grey
(073)

Plastic



CLASSROOM



PANTOMOVE-LUPO
Ergonomic, height-adjustable chair.

PantoMove-LuPo #31506; list price $320
PantoMove-LuPo #31510; list price $355
PantoMove-LuPo #31507; list price $440

MODELS: 31506, 
31510, 31507

SEAT HEIGHTS
Adjustable from 

16 1/2” – 21 1/2” (31506)

SEAT SHELL COLORS METAL FINISHES CASTORS

Dark Blue
(029)

Arctic
(059)

Hard Castors
(31506)

The PantoMove chair is height-adjustable, making it easy to quickly adjust the seat to individual requirements. The 
patented 3D rocking mechanism offers even greater dynamic sitting by allowing the seat area to react to every change of 

weight and leans gently forward, backward, or sideways. The PantoMove is a great mobile solution for any agile space.

Black Grey
(073)

Soft Castors

Adjustable from 
18 3/8” – 23 3/8” (31510)

Adjustable from 
19 1/4” – 27 1/8” (31507)



CLASSROOM



COMPASS-LUPO
Four-legged chair.

Compass-LuPo #31300; list price $131
Compass-LuPo #31315; list price $226

MODELS: 31300, 31315

SEAT HEIGHTS

SEAT SHELL COLORS METAL FINISHES CASTORS

Dark Blue
(029)

Arctic
(059)

2-Component

The Compass-LuPo chair on soft castors or 2-component glides makes mobility easy and is perfect for hard floors. The 
frame is made of bent and welded powder-coated round steel tubing, and the seat shell is made of double-walled 

polypropylene for comfortable sitting with an air-cushion effect.

Black Grey
(073)

Soft Castors

Blue Dot – 18 1/8”

GLIDES



CLASSROOM

Note: LiteTable model pictured not available through QuickShip



HOKKI
Iconic wobble stool.

Hokki #3825; list price starting at $100

MODEL: 3825

SEAT HEIGHTS

COLORS

Dark Red
(027)

The Hokki stool is a true original, with an iconic wobble that creates added motion and balance, making it easy for 
children and adults of all ages to be more engaged and focused. The floor safe slip-resistant rubber base features a 

convex shape, allowing for a natural, 360-degree range of motion.

Dark Blue
(029)

Violet Dot – 12 1/4” Red Dot – 15”

Blue Dot – 18 1/8” Brown Dot – 20 1/8”

Light Blue 
(030)

White
(031)

Orange
(032)

Light Green 
(033)

Green
(034)

Traffic Red
(037)

Black Grey
(073)

Purple
(036)

Yellow
(999)



CLASSROOM



HOKKI+
Height-adjustable wobble stool.

MODELS: 3813, 3814

COLORS

Dark Red
(027)

The Hokki+® is the height-adjustable Hokki, available with a height adjustment range of 15” to 19 3/4” or 
19 3/4” to 26 3/4”. The Hokki+ has a gas spring height adjustment with anti-twist protector, resulting in 
overall stability and seating comfort. The adjustment mechanism is immediately accessible and can be 

triggered from any position with one hand.

Dark Blue
(029)

Light Blue 
(030)

White
(031)

Orange
(032)

Light Green 
(033)

Black Grey
(073)

SEAT HEIGHTS
Adjustable from 

15” – 19 3/4” (3813)
Adjustable from 

19 3/4” – 26 3/4” (3814)

Hokki+ #3813; list price $185
Hokki+ #3814; list price $195



CLASSROOM



SOLO
Four-legged stool.

Solo #3826; list price starting at $135
MODELS: 3826, 3826-S

SEAT HEIGHTS

Blue Dot – 18 1/8” Brown Dot – 20 1/8”

Special Height – 24” Special Height – 30”

SEAT SHELL COLORS METAL FINISHES GLIDES

Natural 
Beech (010)

Light Green
(021)

Arctic
(059)

The Solo stool is available in four fixed sitting heights of 18 1/8”, 20 1/8”, 24”, and 30” and has 4 foot rings 
positioned at different heights for use as footrests. These foot rings make the Solo stool easy to be used by students 

of all heights. This stool can be stacked up to 5 at a time.

Light Blue
(022)

Dark Blue 
(029)

Plastic



CLASSROOM



LUPOSTOOL
Skid stool.

MODELS: 3428, 3429

SEAT HEIGHTS

Blue Dot – 18 1/8” 24”22 1/8”

SEAT COLORS METAL FINISHES GLIDES

Arctic
(059)

The LuPoStool has a welded steel tube frame with a U-shaped skid. The seat shell is made of double-walled 
polypropylene for comfortable sitting with an air-cushion effect. The stool can be stored on tabletops and is also 

stackable. The taller two heights come with a footrest.

2-ComponentBlack Grey
(073)

LuPoStool #3428; list price starting at $169
LuPoStool #3429; list price starting at $148



SCIENCE LAB



SHIFT+ LANDSCAPE
Soft seating elements.

MODELS: 9328, 9329

SEAT HEIGHTS

Blue Dot – 18 1/8”

FABRIC COLORS GLIDES

With the Shift+ Landscape seating elements, learning environments and differentiated zones within the classroom 
can be simply and quickly formed. Both the straight and the 60° curved seating elements are available for QuickShip

in two different heights. The Stamskin upholstery is extremely durable and easy to clean.

Shift+ Landscape #9328; list price starting at $1,196
Shift+ Landscape #9329; list price starting at $1,162

Red Dot – 15”

2-ComponentS864 
Dark Blue

S987 
Green

S989 
Grey



LIBRARY NOOK



SHIFT+ THUMBPRINT
Mobile, stackable desk.

TABLETOP FINISHES METAL FINISHES GLIDES & CASTORS

Beech 
LIGNOpal

(027)

Maple 
LIGNOpal

(028)

Arctic
(059)

The ThumbPrint is an easy to move, lightweight desk with flexible use positions. The convex- or concave-shaped 
tabletops ensure the tables can be combined in a variety of ways – into circles, rows, groups, and more. ThumbPrint

tables increase classroom combination possibilities and open up configurations for a truly agile design.

White 
LIGNOpal

(328)

DIMENSIONS: 38” x 21 !”

MODELS: 1440 (Convex), 1441 (Concave)

TABLE HEIGHTS

Yellow Dot – 23 1/4” Red Dot – 25 1/4”

Green Dot – 28” Blue Dot – 30”

Shift+ ThumbPrint #1440, 1441; list price $320

Two 2-
Component 

Glides

Two 
Castors

+



CLASSROOM



LITETABLE-ST
Stackable lightweight table.

TABLETOP FINISHES METAL FINISHES GLIDES & CASTORS

Beech 
LIGNOpal

(027)

Maple 
LIGNOpal

(028)

Arctic
(059)

The LiteTable-ST offers the ultimate flexibility for multi-use spaces and agile classrooms. It has a frame made from 
welded steel, providing superior strength and longevity. Three heights are available through the QuickShip Program 
so each student can find their perfect fit. This table is stackable up to 8 high and due to its paired inset and outset 

legs, can be alternated to allow for continuous rows without gaps between desks.

White 
LIGNOpal

(328)

DIMENSIONS: 27 5/8” x 21 5/8”

TABLE HEIGHTS

Red Dot – 25 1/4” Green Dot – 28” Blue Dot – 30”

Two 2-
Component 

Glides

Two 
Castors

LiteTable-ST #21090; list price $270

MODEL: 21090

+



CLASSROOM



FLIPTABLE-RU
Table with folding top.

TABLETOP FINISHES METAL FINISHES CASTORS

White 
LIGNOpal

(328)

Arctic
(059)

Roll it around. Link them together. Flip it down. Nest it away. The FlipTable-RU has exceptional flexibility, functionality, and 
durability for classrooms to meeting rooms and everything in between. A two-lever safety mechanism ensures the table is 

never flipped by accident, and the top locks when horizontal or flipped for added safety. These tables can easily be moved 
while they are flipped; and in a classroom needing physical distance between students, they can be used to divide spaces. 

White 
LIGNOpal

(328)

DIMENSIONS: 59 1/8” x 25 5/8”

TABLE HEIGHTS

Blue Dot – 30”

FlipTable-RU #21029; list price $660
FlipTable-RU #21029-S; list price $821

MODELS: 21029, 21029-S (Writable)

TABLETOP EDGES

Beige PUR 
Edge

Grey PUR 
Edge

White KU 
Edge

Maple 
LIGNOpal

(028)



CLASSROOM



HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE FLIPTABLE
Height-adjustable table with folding top

TABLETOP FINISHES METAL FINISHES CASTORS

Arctic
(059)

The FlipTable is constructed of a centrally positioned tubular-steel cross-piece with an articulated bracket. The two-lever 
safety mechanism ensures the table is never flipped by accident, and the top locks when horizontal or flipped for added 

safety. This table provides extreme functionality for all learning environments with the added benefit of step height 
adjustment with hexagon key locking. These tables can easily be moved while they are flipped; and in a classroom needing 

physical distance between students, they can be used to divide spaces. 

White 
LIGNOpal

(328)

DIMENSIONS: 63” x 31 1/2” (A2509, A2509-S) 
DIMENSIONS: 59” x 25 1/2” (A2510, A2510-S)

TABLE HEIGHTS

Adjustable from 23 1/4” – 30” or
Adjustable from 29 1/8” – 38” 

MODELS: A2509, A2509-S (Writable) 
A2510, A2510-S (Writable)

White 
(Writable)

Beech 
LIGNOpal

(027)

Maple 
LIGNOpal

(028)

Height-Adjustable FlipTable #A2509; list price $765
Height-Adjustable FlipTable #A2509-S; list price $1,006

Height-Adjustable FlipTable #A2510; list price $735
Height-Adjustable FlipTable #A2510-S; list price $896



SHIFT+ FUSIONFLIP
Freeform table with folding top.

This easily combined freeform table can be used for the most diverse group sizes. The tables can be pushed together as 
needed to create spaces for larger groups. The foldable top allows the tables to be nested together to save space when not 
in use. Four castors provide for problem-free mobility and the tables are light enough to be moved by students of all ages. 

The FusionFlip has curves that fit all other Shift+ product curves, so it can nest with other desks and tables in an unlimited set 
of configurations. These tables can easily be moved while they are flipped; and in a classroom needing physical distance 

between students, they can be used to divide spaces. 

DIMENSIONS: 55 1/2” x 31”

TABLE HEIGHTS

Blue Dot – 30”

Shift+ FusionFlip #1446; list price $725
Shift+ FusionFlip #1446-S; list price $840

MODELS: 1446, 1446-S (Writable)

TABLETOP FINISHES METAL FINISHES

Arctic
(059)

White 
LIGNOpal

(328)

White 
(Writable)

Beech 
LIGNOpal

(027)

Maple 
LIGNOpal

(028)

Green Dot – 28”

CASTORS



CLASSROOM



RONDOLIFT-KF
Height-adjustable sit-at and stand-at table.

RondoLift-KF #2822; list price starting at $1,766
RondoLift-KF #2824; list price starting at $1,666
RondoLift-KF #2827; list price starting at $1,886

RondoLift-KF #2828; list price $1,772
RondoLift-KF #2829; list price $2,010

MODELS: 2822, 
2822-S (Writable)

TABLE HEIGHT
Adjustable height: 27 ! - 44 "”

TABLETOP FINISHES METAL FINISHES CASTORS

Beech 
LIGNOpal

(027)

Maple 
LIGNOpal

(028)

Arctic
(059)

The RondoLift table raises the bar for teachers and students. The fully-adjustable tabletop gives it sit-at or stand-at 
functionality. Lockable castors make it mobile. And the optional tilt mechanism allows it to be stowed in a snap or 

converted to a projection or display surface. Quick, creative options that help take education up a notch.

White 
LIGNOpal

(328)

White 
(Writable)

TABLE DIMENSIONS
ø: 35 1/2” (2824) 
ø: 47 1/4” (2827)

WxD: 39 3/8” x 39 3/8” (2822)
WxD: 51 1/4” x 31 1/2” (2828)
WxD: 47 1/4” x 33 1/8” (2829)

MODELS: 2824, 2824-S 
(Writable), 2827, 2827-S 

(Writable)

MODEL: 2829

MODEL: 2828



LAB



SHIFT+ INTERACT
Height-adjustable sit-at/stand-at lectern.

The Interact has a curved top that fits all other Shift+ product curves, so it can nest with other desks and tables in an 
unlimited set of configurations. The height can be quickly adjusted from 28” to 45 1/4”, and the castors make it easy 

to move around the room – or even through the door and into the hallway, as necessary to support instruction. A 
closed book box under the table offers convenient storage on the go.

DIMENSIONS: 26 3/8” x 20”

TABLE HEIGHTS

MODELS: 1444

TABLETOP FINISHES METAL FINISHES

Arctic
(059)

White 
LIGNOpal

(328)

Beech 
LIGNOpal

(027)

Maple 
LIGNOpal

(028)

Adjustable from 28” – 45 1/4”

CASTORS

Shift+ Interact #1444; list price $1,325



CLASSROOM



SHIFT+ TRANSFER
Mobile shelving elements & teacher’s cabinet.

Shift+ Transfer #45292; list price $1,630
Shift+ Transfer #45293; list price $1,675
Shift+ Transfer #45303; list price $1,260
Shift+ Transfer #45317; list price $1,120
Shift+ Transfer #45318; list price $1,160
Shift+ Transfer #45319; list price $1,356

MODELS: 45303, 45317, 45318

LAMINATE FINISHES METAL FINISHES CASTORS

Maple 
LIGNOpal

(028)

White 
LIGNOpal

(328)

Arctic
(059)

The Transfer mobile shelving elements are available through the QuickShip Program in two shapes – 60° curved and straight. The 
Shift+ Transfer Teach (teacher’s cabinet) equips the teacher with a mobile storage space with a lockable door, and two of the four 

castors are lockable. As a freely mobile element, it can accompany the teacher anywhere in the room or building.
All Transfer units have bases made from welded steel, providing superior strength and longevity. Stocked elements also include 

handles and connecting magnets on each side for easy transportation, reconfiguration, and linking.

White 
(091)

CABINET DIMENSIONS
WxHxD: 60 1/8” x 36” x 16 3/4” (45292)

WxHxD: 60 1/8” x 43 3/8” x 16 3/4” (45293)
WxHxD: 41 5/8” x 43 3/8” x 20 7/8” (45303)

WxHxD: 41 5/8” x 36” x 16 3/4” (45317)
WxHxD: 41 5/8” x 43 3/8” x 16 3/4” (45318, 45319)

MODELS: 45292, 45293 MODEL: 45319



MEDIA CENTER



SHIFT+ TRANSFER BOX
Mobile storage cabinets.

MODELS: 45320, 45325

LAMINATE FINISHES METAL FINISHES CASTORS

Maple 
LIGNOpal

(028)

White 
LIGNOpal

(328)

Arctic
(059)

The Transfer mobile storage cabinets are equipped with strong connecting magnets, allowing them to be combined 
with any other Shift+ Transfer cabinets to create a variety of shapes and group seating areas. Stocked elements are 

available in two heights and include handles on each side for easy transportation and reconfiguration.

White 
(091)

CABINET DIMENSIONS
WxHxD: 41 5/8” x 36” x 16 3/4” (45320)

WxHxD: 41 5/8” x 43 3/8” x 16 3/4” (45325)

Shift+ Transfer Box #45320; list price starting at $1,449
Shift+ Transfer Box #45325; list price starting at $1,590

BIN COLORS

Anthracite 
(015)



CLASSROOM



CLASSROOM LAYOUTS
The following layouts show sample classrooms that can be purchased 

using the QuickShip program. Included are typical layouts (small group 
work, seminar), as well as thought starters on how they can be 

rearranged to create physical distancing for the 2020-2021 school year. 



CLASSROOM 1: SEMINAR

SEMINAR
Layout samples shown are 
for approximately 20-25 
students in a 750-800 
square foot classroom.

List Price: $24,300



CLASSROOM 1 WITH DISTANCING

PHYSICAL DISTANCING
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STACKING
JUMPER® Air Active
can be stacked up to 
a height of 5 chairs.

STACKING
LiteTable-ST
can be stacked up to 
8 tables, depending 
on model.

FLIPPABLE
FlipTables can be 
flipped and nested 
to save space and to 
easily fit through 
doors.

MOBILE
Shift+ Interact easily 
moves around the 
room and fits 
through doors.
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CLASSROOM 2: SMALL GROUP WORK
Layout Option A

SMALL GROUP WORK
Layout samples shown are for 
approximately 20-25 students in a 
750-800 square foot classroom.

List Price: $23,900



CLASSROOM 2 WITH DISTANCING
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STACKING
PantoSwing-LuPo
can be stacked up to 
a height of 4 chairs.

STACKING
LiteTable-ST
can be stacked up to 
8 tables, depending 
on model.

MOBILE
Shift+ Interact easily 
moves around the 
room and fits 
through doors.

MOBILE
RondoLift can easily 
fit through doors 
thanks to its tilting 
top.

PHYSICAL DISTANCING



CLASSROOM 2: SOCRATIC
Layout Option B

SOCRATIC
Layout samples shown are 
for approximately 20-25 
students in a 750-800 
square foot classroom.

List Price: $23,900



6 FOOTRADIUS

ST
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EAS
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CLASSROOM 2 WITH DISTANCING

CLEANABLE
PantoMove-LuPo
comes standard with 
a piggy back hook so 
you can suspend it 
on tables for easy 
cleaning.

STACKING
LiteTable-ST
can be stacked up to 
8 tables, depending 
on model.

MOBILE
Shift+ Interact easily 
moves around the 
room and fits 
through doors.

MOBILE
RondoLift can easily 
fit through doors 
thanks to its tilting 
top.

PHYSICAL DISTANCING



CLASSROOM 3: SMALL GROUP WORK
Layout Option A

SMALL GROUP WORK
Layout samples shown are for 
approximately 20-25 students in a 
750-800 square foot classroom.

List Price: $28,100



CLASSROOM 3: LECTURE
Layout Option B

LECTURE
Layout samples shown are 
for approximately 20-25 
students in a 750-800 
square foot classroom.

List Price: $28,100
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CLASSROOM 3 WITH DISTANCING

*Please note: furniture not graded 
for outdoor use, this is a temporary 
solution only. 

STACKING
PantoSwing-LuPo
can be stacked up to 
a height of 4 chairs.

STACKING
Shift+ ThumbPrint
can be stacked up to 
6 tables high.

MOBILE
Shift+ Interact easily 
moves around the 
room and fits 
through doors.

FLIPPABLE
Shift+ FusionFlip can 
be flipped and 
nested to save space 
and to easily fit 
through doors.

PHYSICAL DISTANCING



CLASSROOM 4: DIFFERENTIATED ZONES
Layout Option A

DIFFERENTIATED ZONES
Layout samples shown are for 
approximately 20-25 students in a 
750-800 square foot classroom.

List Price: $25,100



CLASSROOM 4 WITH DISTANCING

PHYSICAL DISTANCING 

STACKING
Shift+ ThumbPrint
can be stacked up to 
6 tables high.

MOBILE
Shift+ Interact easily 
moves around the 
room and fits 
through doors.

FLIPPABLE
FusionFlip can be 
flipped and nested 
to save space and to 
easily fit through 
doors.

CLEANABLE
PantoMove-LuPo
comes standard with 
a piggy back hook so 
you can suspend it 
on tables for easy 
cleaning.



CLASSROOM 4: COLLABORATIVE
Layout Option B

COLLABORATIVE
Layout samples shown are 
for approximately 20-25 
students in a 750-800 
square foot classroom.

List Price: $25,100



CLASSROOM 4 WITH DISTANCING

PHYSICAL DISTANCING 

STACKING
Shift+ ThumbPrint
can be stacked up to 
6 tables high.

MOBILE
Shift+ Interact easily 
moves around the 
room and fits 
through doors.

FLIPPABLE
FusionFlip can be 
flipped and nested 
to save space and to 
easily fit through 
doors.

CLEANABLE
PantoMove-LuPo
comes standard with 
a piggy back hook so 
you can suspend it 
on tables for easy 
cleaning.

*Please note: furniture not graded 
for outdoor use, this is a temporary 
solution only. 



MARKETING



- Find QuickShip print ads, a banner ad, movie, social media post suggestions, product and layout images, and more at 
https://vsamerica.box.com/s/tk2mgvok1nhfrudb24j5vvi6l5g1khy8 to assist with your marketing efforts.

- The www.vsamerica.com/quickship webpage is also very helpful – it lists out all products and in the Quickview area you 
can click on the various seat shell colors or tabletop finishes and the image updates to show the product in those colors.

- If you have suggestions or questions for the marketing team, contact them at marketing@vsamerica.com. 

MARKETING KIT

https://vsamerica.box.com/s/tk2mgvok1nhfrudb24j5vvi6l5g1khy8
http://www.vsamerica.com/quickship
mailto:marketing@vsamerica.com


HEALTHIER, HAPPIER, ACTIVE MINDS.
That’s our thing.




